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22 000 DEMONTRATORS MERGE CLIMATE & AGAINST RETIRING REFORM & ACT
45 YELLOW VEST
163 PEOPLE IN CUSTODY IN PARIS

Paris, Washington DC, 21.09.2019, 23:14 Time

USPA NEWS - The day of Saturday, September 21, was already expected as a day of tension, by the French media and by the
authorities, especially in Paris, given the message of the Black Bloc that circulated in the social networks. Indeed they had announced
a Black September for the demonstration of 21th September. On the same day, a demonstration was organized and authorized by the
Prefect, for the union Force Ouvrière against the reform of the retirement, as well as the youth march to fight against climate change
(YFC), including the Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, alongside Greenpeace, and the 45th act Yellow Vests always claiming a better
purchasing power for some a referendum citizen initiatives for others and outright the resignation of President Macron for the most
radical. The slogan of the Yellow Vests Act 45 was still "Social and Climatic Emergency". Many protesters yellow jackets do not wear a
vest for fear of being gassed or arrested, and protest in civilian clothing ....According to figures from the police prefecture, Yellow Vests
and Ecologists and FO, the protesters were about 22,000.
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What was feared was achieved because the young people of the Climate march gave their support to the Yellow Vests just before the
beginning of the march and invited them to join them in the cortege. One of the consequences has caused the infiltration of (About
1000, according to the Prefecture of Paris) thus identifying overflows and violence on the Champs Elysees, and on the Bastille side.
During the March for the climate, there were 7500 police forces who mobilized on Paris, for a total of 395 verbalization e 163 arrests,
until 18h in Paris. Shopkeepers in Parisian neighborhoods, the most affected for 10 months of Yellow Vests, file a complaint against
the French State, complaining of their fall in business and even for some, filing for bankruptcy.
In the evening, young YFCs, went to Bastille again to demonstrate in a calm and festive manner about the global climate degradation,
and deforestation in the Amazon.
lashes have already occurred on the Champs-Elysees, and during the March for the climate....
If since the spring, the processions have decreased in numbers of participants, despite numerous calls on social networks to rally the
March climate and to "walk against the system" in Paris to attract a number of people much higher than what has been observed in
recent weeks. A security source argues the risks of "convergence" between "yellow vests" and "black blocks that want to break
everything" and "infiltration" of the climate march, with also acts of civil disobedience.
It is also the first day of the Heritage Days and many institutions and places of the Republic open to the public. The authorities were
already afraid of overflowing and closed some places to the public, Yesterday the Head of State Emmanuel Macron, during his visit of
the Rosa Bonheur Museum to Tomery, in the presence of Brigitte his wife, he made a call for calm, via the cameras of the present
journalists and microphones: "I call everyone to do that in good intelligence"
Traveling to the Rosa Bonheur museum in Thomery, in Seine-et-Marne, precisely on the theme and on the eve of these heritage days,
the head of state, Emmanuel Macron, warned: "I wish these days are as calm as possible. I call everyone to do this in good
intelligence.
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